North Ogden Utah Damage Restoration Company
utahfloodcleanup.com/north-ogden-utah-damage-restoration-company

We understand that it’s a very difficult time after a fire or flood that has left your home
and its contents badly damaged. The last thing you need is more stress at a time like this.
Utah Flood Cleanup damage restoration experts provide reliable, high-quality solutions
quickly, to return your property to pristine condition and help ensure that future issues do
not arise. We’re here to help get your home and your life back to normal as soon as
possible.
We specialize in restoration from fire, flood, and mold. Utah Flood Cleanup is a locally
owned disaster restoration service. We work for the customer, not your insurance
company. As an advocate for our customers, we do our restoration work to meet industry
standards, strictly adhering to IICRC S-500 and S-520 guidelines. We do not take
shortcuts that sacrifice quality in order to get work done more quickly.
Contact us when you need us:
State-of-the-art disaster restoration technologies
The world’s most advanced solutions for sewage cleanup
Emergency assistance 24/7
1-Hour Response Time
2-year workmanship warranty
Free inspection for insurance-covered water damage
Financing options
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If you need high-quality North Ogden Utah damage restoration, call Utah Flood
Cleanup for the industry’s best solutions. Call for a free consultation with a
disaster remediation expert
24/7 Emergency Services
Fire Damage Restoration in North Ogden, UT
Water Damage Restoration in North Ogden, UT
Mold Damage Restoration in North Ogden, UT
Sewage Damage Restoration in North Ogden, UT
Other Disaster Restoration Services
How Can Utah Flood Cleanup Help You?

Damage Restoration Services from Utah Flood Cleanup
Utah Flood Cleanup is a full-scope disaster restoration company, managing commercial,
industrial, and residential reconstruction, and all other restorative processes to recover
real estate assets partially destroyed or damaged by flood, fire, storm, mold, or other
disasters.

Fire Damage Restoration
Fire damage can be extensive, destroying large parts of the building structure, leaving a
hazardous area of construction debris, and destroying personal property items blanketed
with masses of soot. The home may be drenched in water from emergency sprinklers or
fire hoses. The home is likely to have a strong and persistent smoke odor. Our fire damage
restoration experts bring the industrial equipment, tools, materials, and supplies needed
to thoroughly remove all damage, seal all affected surfaces, entirely eliminate the most
stubborn smoke odors, and replace all destroyed or damaged parts of the structure and
finishes.

Water Damage Restoration
Flooding due to excessive snow or ice melting, extreme rains, or sewer issues, leaks, or
other plumbing problems, can cause harmful household chemicals to be washed over
surfaces in your building and exterior areas, mold and mildew damage, appliances and
equipment damage. Utah Flood Cleanup provides state-of-the-art processes that you need
from water damage restoration company experts for water cleanup and restoration of
your property. We thoroughly remove all water and damaged materials, dry all
construction materials completely, and rebuild to replace any damaged parts of your
building and finishes, to entirely restore the damaged area of your business or home.

Mold Damage Restoration
Mold can spread and become out of control and difficult to thoroughly abate, without
professional intervention. When neglected for too long, mold can undermine the integrity
of construction and become a serious threat to the health of building occupants. It’s
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common for mold to develop due to flooding from a plumbing leak or roof leak. Utah
Flood Cleanup certified mold removal experts know how to eliminate all mold spores,
which is necessary to prevent the typical problem of mold continuing to re-emerge and
flourish. Our mold abatement specialists have the proper equipment and tools to
eradicate mold and prevent re-growth.

Sewage Damage Restoration
Contaminated water flooding a home can disastrously impact health and safety
conditions. Gray water can back up in sinks, dishwashers, showers, bath tubs, and
washing machines. Blackwater is even more dangerous than gray water. It carries bacteria
and fungal matter from toilets and sewage pipes. Even clean water from a leaking water
line can cause serious water damage and mold. If you have damage from a sewage
overflow, we will respond to the emergency quickly. We will efficiently perform
professional sewage cleanup, eliminate health hazards from exposure to sewage and
mold, dry the basement, and thoroughly restore your home to its pre-disaster condition.

Additional Disaster Restoration Services in North Ogden UT:
Sewage Flooding Cleanup
Crime Scene and Biohazard Cleanup
Emergency Board Up of Windows and Doors
HVAC Ductwork Cleaning
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning
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Immediate damage restoration solutions are on the way when you call Utah Flood
Cleanup. We are the specialists North Ogden has trusted since 1992. Contact us today at
(801) 416-2666 and ask for your FREE phone consultation.

Contact Utah Flood Cleanup for Emergency Disaster Restoration
Our highly trained and licensed team of disaster cleanup specialists is among the most
qualified and experienced in the state of Utah. All are RRP Certified and hold the Certified
Mold Professional certificate. We hold numerous industry certifications as Asbestos
Contractor/Supervisor and Asbestos Inspectors and in applied structural drying, mold
management, and disaster restoration.
Utah Flood Cleanup damage restoration specialists prioritize your safety. We are here
24/7, to help you regain use of your property as quickly and safely as possible after a
disaster. Our industry-leading solutions in sewage cleanup are focused on safety and
reliability.
Contact us at Utah Flood Cleanup, North Ogden UT at (801) 416-2666 anytime, for a
free inspection of water disaster damage covered by your insurance company.
Certified Water Damage Restoration
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